PERMITTED CONVEYANCE CORRIDOR
APPROX. EMPIRE WATERWAY CHANNEL
EMPIRE WATERWAY APPROX. R/W

PERMITTED NAVIGATIONAL CROSSING (NC-2)
WORK AREA 432' X 432'
(SEE NOTE 3)

CENTER LOCATION:
308,812 N
3,835,317 E

PROPOSED NAVIGATIONAL CROSSING (NC-2)
WORK AREA EXPANSION
(SEE NOTE 4)

ACQUIRED OYSTER LEASE BOUNDARY

NOTES:
2. COORDINATES IN NAD 83, LOUISIANA STATE PLANE, SOUTH ZONE, U.S. SURVEY FT.
4. NO ADDITIONAL IMPACTS TO NON-VEGETATED WATERBOTTOMS OTHER THAN THOSE PREVIOUSLY PERMITTED. EXPANDED WORK AREA TO BE UTILIZED FOR FIELD FITTING OF CROSSING FOR ETROA PLANNED CHANNEL EXCAVATION UNDER ETROA'S OWN PERMIT.
5. ETROA RESOURCES, LLC. C.U.P. PERMIT APPLICATION NUMBER P20111584.